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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to understand the effects of technology on consumer patterns and to
develop an architectural typology that acts as a sustainable, hybrid space between the digital and
physical realms. My thesis questions past forms and types of consumerism in our economy and
searches for new spaces at the intersection between public space, digital globalization, and new
forms of leisure. It also seeks to find new ecological and social modes of preservation within
urban culture.
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about
The purpose of this thesis is to understand the
effects of technology on consumer patterns
and to develop an architectural typology
that acts as a sustainable, hybrid space
between the digital and physical realms. My
thesis questions past forms and types of
consumerism in our economy and searches
for new spaces at the intersection between
public space, digital globalization, and new
forms of leisure. […] It also seeks to find new
ecological and social modes of preservation
within urban culture.

Having noticed the failure of shopping centers and
department stores, I grew interested in consumer
habits and the future of shopping as it relates to
a physical space. Historically, I see the act of
gathering to exchange goods as an important
element of culture. Separating the person-toperson quality of this element is convenient yet
dangerous. It allows people to overlook the e
ects their actions have on others. Our culture
of consumerism is not sustainable. My interests
will manifest themselves in my work with a large
social-economic-environmental connection.

summary

Technology has created an online shopping world
that renders some physical stores obsolete.
Convenience, time, and money are factors in
influencing human behavior. Consumers no
longer desire to travel to a store to purchase
everyday items. However, a physical experience
is still desired for the purchase of many items.
The lines between what is economically pro table
to keep in a store and what is best to stock in a
warehouse for online sale are blurring. The triple
bottom line of sustainability (people, planet, pro t)
is at risk as these lines shift. To what extent can we
justify shipping an item for free or selling an item
for less than its built value? The environmental
and social impacts are not factored into cost.
With purchases occurring in the digital realm,
most consumers do not interact with people and
consequently, lose a sense of reality. This thesis
will address these issues and propose a hybrid
typology between the digital and physical realms.
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consumerism

Trajan Market - Bileste

Shopping has been a fundamental activity in the
construction of social relations in our cultures:
from the Trajan Market in Rome to the Arab Souq,
from city centers like Fifth avenue NYC to the first
shopping mall.
The act of buying comes together with dining,
entertaining, and strengthening cultural relations
within the city.
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Jesus Christ with Shopping Bags - Banksy

The act of gathering is an important element of
culture, but in our consumerist society, shopping
is no longer just a leisurely activity for most
consumers. Shopping is everywhere from the
airport to the plane, from street signs to an app
on my phone, and at the heart of every city. It has
become an omnipresent religion.
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fate of shopping

Abandoned Mall - Seth Lawless

Despite this view, today, this is the fate of our most
recent typology. Art is one form of conversation about
our culture. American photographer Seth Lawless has
According to Harvard School of Design’s Guide to
Shopping, the total retail area in the world was 33x the
size of Manhattan by 2002. Our retail space must adapt
to the changes imposed by technology, prompting new
solutions for these existing retail facilities.
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Blind Consumerism - Matthew David Powell

Retail has always been influenced by new technology,
but the Internet and its readiness for the optimization
of profits has dramatically changed the retail world.
Technology has created an online shopping world that
appeals to convenience, time, and money savings.
Consequently, many physical stores are becoming
obsolete.
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Factory Workers - Samsara Lasindias

The lines between what is economically profitable to
keep in a store and what is best to stock in a warehouse
for online sale are blurring. The triple bottom line of
sustainability [ people, planet, profit ] is at risk as these
lines shift.
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Along with the people-planet-profit mindset, I’m interested
in the social justice aspects of the retail world. With
purchases occurring in the digital realm, most consumers
do not interact with people and consequently, overlook
the effects their actions have on others.
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Along with this, I am arguing for a change from the
traditional linear retail path to one of a more closed
loop sustainable system. If we introduce sustainable
retail practices and program in a social setting, they are
more likely to succeed.
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shopping typology
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Retail spaces have been defined by their ability to keep
up with the industry’s demand. From the market to the
convenience store, from the urban department building
to the suburban shopping mall, places of commerce
have always transitioned - and increased in size following new economic and social paradigms.
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modern shopping precedent

Sneakerboy Store - March Studio
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The internet has created a dramatic change in commerce
- affecting traditional forms of consumerism - that has us
questioning the role of physical space in future retail.
Evidence suggests that the need for physical presence is
not dwindling, but the amount of space is. Online retailers
(like Warby Parker, Bonobos, Google and Amazon) are even
opening physical stores.
Many think online retail has taken over, but ecommerce still
only represents less than 10% of total retail trade, according
to the United States Census. Although this figure will increase,
our human nature still desires some physical experience for the
acquisition of specific goods.
Looking at precedents - like Sneakerboy, an online retailer that
now has brick and mortar locations because of its internet
success - the emphasis is on experience and no purchase
even occurs in store.
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NOwnership, No Problem: Why Millennials Value
Experiences Over Owning Things
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Technology of Business

Amazon's newest bricks and mortar store opens in New York
25 May 2017

Business

Share

ACCESS, NOT
OWNERSHIP
It’s not just homes: Millenials have been reluctant
to buy items such as cars, music and luxury
goods. Instead, they’re turning to a new set of
services that provide access to products without
the burdens of ownership, giving rise to what’s
being called a “sharing economy.”

“

...this generation not only highly values experiences, b
money on them: from concerts and social events to ath
events of all kinds. For this group, happiness isn’t as fo
Living a meaningful, happy life is about creating, shari
experiences that span the spectrum of life’s opportunit

Not Just Millennials
Want Experiences, N

The Future of Retail
Aren’t Stores

January 05, 2017

Clicks to Bricks: Why On
Physical Stores
Share this content:
facebook

e idealistic "sharing economy." Reduced waste, authentic experiences
e many benefits of the sharing economy. Millennials—born between
ing on who you ask)—value experiences over goods and there's a

illennials (78%) would choose to spend money on an experience o
esirable (Harris study). Millennials want to spend their money being
of respondents said they believe attending live experiences helps
iends, their community and people around the world. Eighty-three
id they participated in a “live event” in the past year and 72% said
res on experiences in the coming year.
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Since e-commerce bega

to make their locations

latest bells and whistles

<https://www.bloombe

surging> their online riv

but they are increasingly spending time and
hletic pursuits, to cultural experiences and
ocused on possessions or career status.
ing and capturing memories earned through
ties.

s: Consumers
Not Things

Is Stores That

nline Retailers are Opening

an threatening stores last decade, retailers have been trying

s operate more like the web. Yet despite splurging on the

s, they’ve mostly failed and fallen further behind

erg.com/news/articles/2015�05�15/e-commerce-sales-are- 12

vals.
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You may ask, if retail is online, why should
architecture address retail space?
Recent studies on new forms of consumerism
conclude that people increasingly value
experience over material possessions. Younger
generations are more likely to spend money on
food, music, and socializing with friends than a
new pair of shoes. And even when they want a
new pair of shoes, the social aspects associated
with them have more value.
Physical space will always be necessary for some
products because people desire interactions
before purchase. My research determines which
products require a physical space and how to
best design for the overall experience.

site

This process begins by identifying a site…
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Market Street East - Shorpy

philadelphia east market

The East Market in Philadelphia, which connects City Hall
and Independence Mall, is also right next to the Convention
Center and Reading Terminal Market.
It is located on a strong, historic axis that defines the city
center. It has great retail potential - named Most affordable
and desirable retail corridor in a 2017 North American Re17 tail study (by a real estate and retail investment firm JLL).

Philadelphia Land Use Map - 1942

The East Market was home to 5 major department stores
- now with a variety of program. Some have been rehabilitated like the Lit building, while others like Snellenburg’s
have been torn down and redeveloped as high rise.
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wanamaker building

The Wanamaker Building was the first of these stores with a
rich history, being the first department store in Philadelphia.
John Wanamaker purchased an abandoned railroad station
and turned it into a grand depot, which was replaced in stages
by architect Daniel Burnham from 1901-1911. It was the largest
retail building in the world when it was constructed. It fills the
entire block between Juniper and Market. It even featured an
opening from President William Taft - the only department store
to be dedicated by a sitting president.

Grand Depot - Golden Book
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Wanamaker Postcard

Wanamaker Building is now home to Macy’s, with
office spaces above. Macy’s has been invested in its
internet business since 1999 and although its investing
in improving online experience, it recently closed 100
stores. Macy’s economic model illustrates the struggle of
traditional models of commercialism with the emergence
of digital economies.
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Looking at retail in Philly, this site is located central to
many retail nodes - and presents an opportunity for
creating a PUBLIC SPACE that embraces a new retail
experience.

1

8
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TIMELINE
1851

John Wanamaker became partner in Oak Hall - a manufacturer and
retailer of men’s clothing at Sixth and Market Streets, and saw success in
manufacturing clothing for Civil War soldiers.

1871

Men’s store was the largest in the country.
Daniel H. Burnham, the architect of the Chicago Columbian Exposition, to
designed the 14 story store on the site of his Grand Depot - an old freight
depot.

1911

Opening featured an address from President William H. Taft, making it the
only department store to be dedicated by a sitting president.
It catered to the carriage trade.

1955

Introduction of Wanamakers’ Christmas Light Show

1960s Department stores open in the suburbs, decreasing demand for inner city
retail.

1978

Sold to Carter Hawley Hale Stores

1986

Sold to Woodward & Lothrop

1994

Woodward & Lothrop bankruptcy. Became part of Hecht’s division of May
Department Stores.

1996

May bought Strawbridge & Clothier

2005

Federated Department Stores bought May and renamed all stores Macy’s

2006

Macy’s moved into Wannamaker Building
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Atrium - Friends of the Wanamaker Organ

Historic preservation is an important consideration for
this building. There is great culture around this building.
There is an organ, built in 1904 for St. Louis World’s
Fair, which is now a national historic landmark worth
57$ million. There is also the Christmas light show,
an annual celebration. And there is an Eagle - a large
bronze sculpture. Locals used the phrase “meet me at
the eagle” as a meeting spot in Philadelphia.
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existing conditions

Section through Atrium
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Typical Floor Plan
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Existing Building Photos

context
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A R T...

C O N V E N T I O N C E N T E R...
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design concept
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I imagine a retail experience between physical and digital
worlds as: public space that draws people through the building, interactive - program like dining, music, and entertainment, experiential - exploring the unique inner city culture by
bringing local vendors, mobile - considering retail as constantly changing and moving pods of products, and digital - incorporating and embracing technology and the digital economy.
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Intervention is necessary to preserve
the history and assure the future of
this building as a retail hub.
The intervention strategies are:
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1

visually opening the ground floor
and drawing people through
the building by connecting to
existing subway

2

permeating
the
existing
structure with volumes that
form circulation voids

3

incorporating both new program
and public spaces adjacent to
this new circulation
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design

PROCESS

Concept Model

I
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office
circulation + shop
experiences + new program
preserve existing
public space

Program Diagram
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Plan Diagram

CIRCULATION FORM
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Circulation Concept

Section Concept
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program
pop up mainstream brands
recycling packaging

second hand furniture redesign pod
local goods vendor pods

recycling old clothes pod

green wall
d

workout clothes design pod
Philly accessories design pod
photos display

clothes

sports hats and jerseys
plants
accessories

reading room
food
3D print pod
drone pods

view and test new products

rec

THINGS

create d

+

explore technology

EXPERIENCES
exercise
yoga studio
gym with rock climbing

watch sports

d

make music
tech education
drone storage

purchase on devices

post on social media

loc
drone management

work
daycare
outdoor terraces
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healthcare

performance space

design a plant display
seating pods

bring your own lunch

local food vendor pods
green roof farm

grow food
curate food displays

imperfect veggies pod
food education

cycle food scraps interactive grocer pod

drinks
composting pod
beer garden

The goal of the program around
this space is to restore a sense
of community and awareness
of public space. I incorporate
experiential places to sustain a
retail experience that is:
fun and exciting - 3d printing,
interactive art, roof garden and
food education
helps the community - daycare,
fitness elements like a rock
climbing wall
helps tackle consumerism and
promote a more sustainable retail
model - recycling old clothes,
second hand furniture redesign

design your own goods
view art

splash paint pod

cal art vendor pod
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spatial logic

The spatial logic within the building balances public
space and new program. The void creates openings
in the existing slabs, and the membrane encloses the
public and circulation spaces. Public space is visible
on exterior where the membrane intersects with exterior
walls.

Section Diagram
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Program Diagram
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SUBWAY ACCESS

market street east

DRONE PODS

Ground Floor Plan
13th street

N
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Each floor combines the elements of public space, new
T H F Tprogram,
L EONO TRH Fcirculation
L O O R and the membrane.
scale 1/32” = 1’

N
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Third Floor Plan
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new program
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circulation
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DAYCARE

Fourth Floor Plan
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circulation

t street

juniper street

DESIGN

N

The roof plan shows the
voids breaking through
at the roof, where public
access allows visitors to
view center city.
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SITE PLAN
scale 1/64” = 1’

Roof Plan
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market street east

intervention
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This section shows how the elements of public space, new
program, circulation work with the membrane.
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Intervention Section

SUBWAY ACCESS
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membrane

The membrane forms around the circulation and public
space to separate this space from the new program/
existing office space.
It has a system of 8’ panels that act as the “storefront”
without a store on the public space side, and green
wall on the office side. These panels can be temporary
displays of products, an interactive screen, a landing
pad for a drone to deliver a product, a body scanner or
other technology, or a temporary pop up shop.
The idea of the modules on membrane is to embrace
technology and the digital economy with retail as constantly changing experiences of products and ideas by offering modular and flexible interpretations of retail
encourage diversity of products and price range from
boutique to handmade goods.
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Drone Pod
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Section through Membrane
SUBWAY ACCESS

SECTION THROUGH MEMBRANE
scale 1/8” = 1’
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Street View
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Section Detail

MEMBRANE DET
scale 1/4” = 1’-0”

Exterior View
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experience

DIGITAL PODS

PUBLIC SPACE

RETAIL PANELS
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OFFICE GREEN WALL

NEW PROGRAM

SUBWAY CONNECTION
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Interior View
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A barcode is a ubiquitous idea that represents the
dynamic between physical objects and technology. It
is a physical representation of data stored elsewhere. It
can represent location, name, price, and description. It
can be used to identify everything.
A barcode is universal. It is how we identify nearly
every commodity and track its location around the
globe, even people. The barcode represents a unique
dynamic between a physical object and a network of
data unperceivable to us. The future of retail depends
on capturing this dynamic.
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